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Using the thin presentation of an n-gem, for n=3, 4, we prove that a set of local
moves for crystallizations are sufficient in the sense that any two crystallizations
inducing the same n-manifold are related by a finite sequence of moves taken from
this set. In dimension 3, we apply the moves to prove an identity among quantum
6j-symbols, and we propose a new model for a quantum topological invariant. In
dimension 4, we observe that the thin presentation reduces the description of a
4-manifold to a 3-dimensional one.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the new invariants of 3-dimensional manifolds
[15, 12, 14, 8], a clear picture is emerging in which algebraic structures are
related to the diagrammatics and combinatorics of low dimensional
manifold descriptions [7, 1]. On one hand, topological considerations give
a set of moves that relate homeomorphic manifolds. On the other hand,
these moves correspond to identities among algebraic objects. This is a new
form of analytic geometry. In the current paper, we give a set of moves to
colored triangulations, or equivalently to gems, that are local in nature.
These moves have algebraic ramifications some of which we explore.
In dimension 3, the moves allow us to state some identities among quan-
tum 6j-symbols, and they provide a new model for invariants. In dimension
4, we show that the local moves suffice to relate two triangulations of the
same 4-manifold. To prove the sufficiency of the local moves, we pass to a
thin presentation of a gem. This presentation is interesting in its own right
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[10] and provides a 3-dimensional model for 4-dimensional manifolds. The
moves to the thin presentation that correspond to the FerriGagliardi
moves [4] resemble some well-known moves for 3-dimensional manifolds
[2]. And so it is reasonable to expect that algebraic structures will arise
that can be used to construct invariants of 4-dimensional manifolds.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give basic
definitions and state our main results. In Section 3 we review thin presenta-
tions in dimension 3 and introduce it in dimension 4. We interpret the
dipole moves as moves to the thin presentations in Subsection 3.2. We
show how to construct rhombic chambers in the thin presentation using
particular moves in Subsection 3.3. In Section 4, dipole moves that involve
a specific color are considered. In Subsection 4.3 we show how to factor the
2-dipole move in dimension 4 by means of local moves. In Subsection 4.4
we show how to factor the cut-and-paste move in dimensions 3 and 4. In
Section 5 we propose equations for a 3-dimensional invariant which
includes the TuraevViro invariant but conceivably can give more.
Section 6 contains final comments and conclusions.
2. MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Gems. Let n=3 or 4. Consider a triangulation of a closed
n-manifold and its barycentric subdivision: To each k-cell (for
k=1, 2, 3, (4)) in an n-simplex a vertex is added; edges, faces, and
tetrahedra (and 4-simplicies if n=4) are introduced so that the n-simplex
is decomposed into smaller simplices. We can label the vertices in a
barycentric subdivision by labels 0, 1, 2, 3 (4) depending on whether the
vertex is in the original triangulation (labeled 0) or is on a k-cell for
k=1, 2, 3 (4). Each of the smaller simplicies in the subdivision has vertices
with labels 0 through 3 (or 0 through 4, if n=4). We label the (n&1)-faces
of the subdivision by the excluded label among the set of labels on its
vertices.
Now we form a labeled graph by dualizing the union of the (n&1)-cells
and the n-cells. The vertices in the graph correspond to the n-simplices; the
labeled edges in the graph correspond to the labeled (n&1)-faces. If the
original n-manifold is oriented, then the graph is bipartite and a bipartition
on the vertices is induced. We indicate the bipartition by labeling the
vertices black and white in such a way that each edge has a black and
white vertex as its boundary.
In this way, we obtain a colored bipartite graph associated to a closed
oriented triangulated n-manifold. The resulting graph has the property that
each vertex has exactly (n+1)-edges incident to it, and each incident edge
has a different color associated to it.
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We can recover the original manifold from the graph, by attaching cells
of dimension 2, 3 (and 4) to it. Moreover, given an oriented (n+1)-graph
(a colored graph with (n+1) colors in which each vertex has exactly
(n+1)-distinctly colored oriented incident edges), one can associate an
n-manifold, provided certain combinatorial conditions hold. Henceforth, we
assume that all our oriented (n+1)-graphs induce manifolds. A gem is such
a graph.
2.1.1. Dipole moves. Above we saw that a gem is associated to a tri-
angulated manifold, but we would like a description that is independent of
the triangulation. In [4], Ferri and Gagliardi define a set of moves such
that two gems describing the same manifold are related by a finite sequence
of moves taken from this set. These are the moves on dipoles, which we
now define. Given a subset C of colors in a gem a C-residue is a connected
component of the subgraph induced by the colors in C. If |D|=m, an
m-dipole is a D-residue having two vertices that are in distinct C-residues,
where C is the complement of D in the color set. An m-dipole is a D-dipole
for some D with |D|=m.
We depict (up to color permutations) the relevant dipole moves in Fig. 1
for n=3 and Fig. 2 for n=4. The unfortunate feature of the dipole moves
is that they are not local in nature in the sense that from the local diagrams
depicting the moves we are not sure that the configurations are indeed
dipoles. In Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 we give a finite set of moves that
are local in nature and that can be used to relate any two gems represent-
ing an n-manifold for n=3 or 4.
A crystallization is a gem without 1-dipoles. Actually the Theorem in [4]
is stated in terms of crystallizations moves. They are the m-dipole moves for
m=2, ..., n&1 and the cut-and-paste move. Such a move on gems is a com-
position of a 1-dipole creation immediately followed by a 1-dipole cancella-
tion of another 1-dipole distinct from the one just created. Note that the
cut-and-paste moves are internal to the crystallizations because it does not
change the number of n-residues of the gem. The same is also true for the
m-dipole moves for m=2, ..., n&1.
FIG. 1. The dipole moves in dimension 3.
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FIG. 2. The dipole moves in dimension 4.
Note that in Figs. 3 and 4 the dipoles appear explicitly and the moves
are valid dipole moves on crystallizations regardless of the complement of
the displayed configurations.
2.2. Theorem. Two 3-crystallizations that induce the same 3-dimensional
manifold are related by a finite sequence of moves that are (up to color per-
mutation) taken from the moves depicted in Fig. 3. These moves are called
the 3-dimensional (3,1), square, and cube moves, respectively.
2.3. Theorem. Two 4-crystallizations that induce the same 4-dimensional
manifold are related by a finite sequence of moves that are taken form the
moves depicted in Fig. 4. These moves are given up to color permutation and
they are called the 4-dimensional (3,1) move, square move, cube move, and
tesseract move, respectively.
The cube move in dimension 3 and the tesseract move in dimension 4 are
very special types of cut-and-paste moves. They are, in principle, the only
cut-and-paste move that we are allowed to use. Observe that those cut-and-
paste are along an edge of the n-cube, n=3, 4. Compositions of them
enable us to perform a cut-and-paste move along any two vertices of the
n-cube. Therefore we feel free to use these generalized cube and tesseract
moves.
The proofs of the two theorems above are the main object of this work.
They are dealt with throughout most of the rest of the paper.
We finish this section by recalling a basic result in gem theory. The
reader is referred to [10, 11] for further information.
FIG. 3. The local moves in dimension 3.
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FIG. 4. The local moves in dimension 4.
2.4. Switching Lemma [3]. Let Hij denote the crystallization obtained
from a crystallization H by exchanging two distinct arbitrary colors of their
edges. Then Hij is also obtainable from H by a finite sequence of 1- and
2-dipole moves; each one of these involves color i but not color j.
We will use the following corollary of the Switching Lemma to factor (by
local moves) only dipoles involving color 0. We note also that these kind of
restricted moves have a somewhat simpler manifestation in the thin presen-
tation studied in Section 3.
2.5. Theorem (Strong Equivalence [3]). The n-crystallizations H and J
are equivalent if and only if they are equivalent under crystallization moves
that ( for the whole sequence of moves) either (i) always involve a fixed color
i, or (ii) never involve color i.
3. THIN-G THEORY IN DIMENSIONS 3 AND 4
In this section we define the thin presentation for a 3-and 4-gem and
study some of their properties. This construction generalizes to higher
dimensions but this generalization will not concern us here. The point of
the thin presentations is that they are in (1&1)-correspondence with the
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gems and that the manifestation of the dipole moves is geometrically very
simple. We need this simplicity to get the factorizations of the cut-and-
paste moves in dimensions 3 and 4, by means of local moves. The thin
presentations for 3-gems with a slightly different color choice are intro-
duced in [10].
3.1. Definition and Properties of Thin-G ’s. To get the thin presentation
of a n-gem (n=3, 4) start with an embedding of its 0-missing n-residues
in a collection of disjoint Sn&1’s, one of these for each component. The
0-colored edges may have crossings and their embeddings are not important.
In this context they are called wires.
The frame of the thin presentation is a partial dual (in S n&1) formed as
follows: consider, in dimension 3, a white vertex inside each 13-gon and a
black vertex inside each 23-gon and, in dimension 4, a white vertex inside
each 3-ball associated to a 124-residue, a gray vertex inside each 3-ball
associated to a 134-residue, and a black vertex inside each 3-ball associated
to a 234-residue. We label the vertices of the frame as follows: In dimension
3, a white vertex has label 13 and a black vertex has label 23. In dimension
4, the white, the gray and the black vertex have labels 124, 134, and 234,
respectively.
For each original edge : colored n consider a dual facet (an edge in
dimension 3 and a triangular face in dimension 4) crossing it transversally
once whose extreme points are
v In dimension 3, the new vertices inside the 13-gon and the 23-gon
containing :.
v In dimension 4, the new vertices inside the 124-ball, the 134-ball,
and the 234-ball containing :.
The frame is the space which is the union of the facets. We observe that
the frame is an (n&2)-cell complex dissecting a disjoint collection of
Sn&1’s into (n&1)-balls. Each one of these balls is called a chamber. For
crystallizations there is only one Sn&1. Each chamber contains the (n&1)-
cell that corresponds to the (1, ..., n&1)-residue whose outgoing n-colored
edges are dual to the facets in the boundary of the chamber.
A simple example, from the 3-gem rp3, inducing RP3 is given below to
help the understanding of the above concepts. Note that in Fig. 5, the facets
forming the frame appear in dotted lines.
To finish getting the thin presentation, contract each original n-colored
edge so that the small circles around their ends touch forming a dumb-bell
and put back the wires: i.e., the 0-labeled edges. The result of the above
example is shown in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5. Initial steps in thinning the presentation of 3-gem rp3.
The alternating circular elements formed by wires and dumb-bells are
called wired cycles of the thin presentation. They are in a clear 11 corre-
spondence with the original 0n-gons of the gem.
We define the thin presentation of a gem or a thin-G as the union of its
wired cycles and its frame. Each component of the frame is naturally
embedded in its own Sn&1.
We summarize 11 correspondences between various other elements of
3-gems G and of their corresponding thin-G, GC:
v a blackwhite vertex of G # half of a dumb-bell of the same color
of GC;
v a 0-colored edge of G # a wire in GC;
v an edge colored n of G # a dumb-bell in GC and its dual facet;
v a 1- or 2-colored edge of G (dim 3) # a pair of consecutive facets
of GC incident to a vertex whose label includes 1 or 2, respectively;
FIG. 6. Final steps in thinning the presentation of 3-gem rp3.
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v a 1-, 2-, or 3-colored edge of G (dim 4) # a pair of consecutive
facets of GC sharing an edge whose two vertices have labels including 1 or
2 or 3, respectively;
v a 0n-gon of G # a wired cycle of GC;
v a 13-gon of G (dim 3) # a white vertex of GC;
v a 23-gon of G (dim 3) # a black vertex of GC;
v a 12-gon of G (dim 3) # a chamber of GC;
v an i4-gon (i=1, 2, 3) of G (dim 4)# an edge of a facet in the frame
whose labels of the two vertices include i and 4.
v a 124-residue of G (dim 4) # a white vertex of GC;
v a 134-residue of G (dim 4) # a gray vertex of GC;
v a 234-residue of G (dim 4) # a black vertex of GC;
v a 123-residue of G (dim 4) # a chamber of GC;
v a 0-missing n-residue of G # a component of the frame of GC;
Observe that the construction is reversible and G is recoverable from GC.
The embeddings of the wires are not relevant because only the com-
binatorial information between the matching of the sides of the edges in the
frame is important to recover the 0-colored edges and, thus, to recover the
whole 3- or 4-gem from its corresponding thin-G.
Here is an example (inducing S1_S2) of a combinatorially described
thin-G: the 0-colored edges and wires are implicitly given by a pair of
corresponding lower-upper case letters; black and white half dumb-bells
are distinctly labeled by lower caseupper case letters, respectively (Fig. 7).
In the sequel, the blackwhite dumbbells and wires may also be given by
this implicit convention.
3.2. The Dipole Moves Revisited. We now give full geometric descrip-
tions of the relevant dipole moves in terms of the thin-G. Because of the
Strong Equivalence Theorem 2.5 one may suppose that it is necessary to
FIG. 7. Combinatorial thin-G: the wires and dumb-bells are indicated implicitly.
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consider dipole moves involving color 0. However, initally we need to con-
sider also two types of dipole moves which do not involve color 0. They are
the pillow move (see Fig. 17) and the flag move (see Fig. 18). A pillow is a
chamber whose boundary has two facets. Each pillow move we need is also
a closing wall move (see Fig. 12) which corresponds to a dipole involving
color zero. So, pillow moves are avoidable. Similarly in Lemma 4.4.10, we
prove that the flag move, which is needed in the cut-and-paste move, can
be factored by moves corresponding to dipoles involving color zero. Thus
the whole factorization is obtained by dipole moves that always involve
color zero.
3.2.1. The 1-dipole moves involving color zero. We need to factor a
cut-and-paste move involving color zero into local moves. The thin-G is
used to obtain this result. This is done in Subsection 4.4. Here we show the
manifestation of the cancellation of a 1-dipole involving color zero. In this
context it is called the pasting move. Two components of the frame are put
together along a wire which is contracted until the facets of its extreme half
dumb-bells get identified. To visualize this move in R2 (dim 3) or in R3
(dim 4) we project the two Sn&1 into Rn&1 being careful to put the image
of two half dumb-bells which are the ends of the wire to be contracted into
the outside chambers. Due to the orientability of the induced manifolds we
never have to change the orientation of one components before projecting
to make the pasting facets differently oriented. Thus with the appropriate
choice of projection centers the moves look rather simple. They are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9 for n=3 and n=4.
As we work with crystallizations we use a pair of these moves: a cut
move yielding a frame with two components and a paste move in another
place defined by a wire linking different components.
3.2.2. The 2-dipole moves involving color zero. The 2-dipole moves
that involve a 0-edge break into two cases depending on whether or not the
FIG. 8. The cut-and-pase move, in the 3-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 9. The cut-and-pase move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
second edge is colored n0. First, we examine the case in which the second
color is not n.
Observe that a 2-dipole involving colors (0, 1) or (0, 2) (or (0, 3) if
n=4) corresponds to an angle between facets in which the half dumb-bells
are directly linked by a wire, or trivial angle. Cancellingcreating a 2-dipole
involving such colors corresponds to the closingopening of the associated
trivial angle. We note that the identified vertices in the diagrams below
must be indeed distinct. For specificity we can take the colors 0 and 1 as
the ones involved in the dipole.
In dimension 3, on the left hand side of the move, we have a single
13-residue, but we have two 23-residues (Fig. 10).
In dimension 4, on the left hand side of the move, we have a single
124-residue and a single 134-residue, but we have two 234-residues
(Fig. 11).
Thus in G* we have two facets forming an angle. This angle between the
facets corresponds to an edge colored 1 in the gem. The angle is closed and
the 2-facets are reduced into one. The move is called the hinge move.
FIG. 10. The hinge move, in the 3-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 11. The hinge move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
Now we turn to the second case of 2-dipole. A 2-dipole involving colors
(0, n) corresponds to a facet in the frame whose dumb-bells have their two
halves directly linked by a wire, forming a wired cycle with just one wire
and dumb-bell, a trivial wired cycle. Creation of such a dipole corresponds
to separating a chamber into two by means of erecting a trivially wired
facet. We call the move a closing wall move in the thin-G. Figures 12 and
13 display the closing wall moves in dimensions 3 and 4.
3.2.3. The 3-dipole moves involving color zero. The 3-dipole moves
involving color 0 are relevant only in dimension 4 and they break also into
two types.
Suppose that the edge 4 is involved in the dipole. Let the other involved
colors be 0 (by strong equivalence) and 3 (for specificitythe other cases
are similar). Then on the left hand side of the move, there is a triangular
facet dual to the 4-colored edge with a trivially wired dumb-bell. The edge
connecting the white (124) and the black vertex (234) is ‘‘free’’ in the sense
that there is no other facet glued to it. On the right hand side, this triangle
is no longer present. The move is depicted in Fig. 14 and we call it the
partial wall move.
Now suppose that color 4 is not involved in the dipole. Let the 3 colors
be 0, 2, and 3. (Again the label 0 is present because of the Strong Equiv-
alence Theorem 2.5 and the labels 2 and 3 are chosen for specificity.)
Consider the left hand side of the move in the thin presentation. There
are two triangles with the same vertices that share the edges (124, 134)
FIG. 12. The closing wall move, in the 3-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 13. The closing wall move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
[(white, gray)], and (124, 234) [(white,black)]. Each shared edge defines
a dihedral angle, and the angles correspond to the 2- and 3-colored edges
connecting the dipoles. There are two edges connecting the gray and black
vertices. In the interior of the union of these triangles there is a wire con-
necting the two triangles. On the right hand side of the move, there is a
single triangle. Thus the duplicated edge has been collapsed, the wire con-
necting the faces has been removed, and the two dihedral angles have been
collapsed.
The move is depicted in Fig. 15 and is called the cone move. It is worth
noting that this move is related in the 3-dimensional theory to the
coherence relation between multiplication and comultiplication in a Hopf-
algebra (see [2] for a description of the relationship between the move and
the relation in the algebra).
3.2.4. Dipole moves not involving color zero. A pillow move in dimen-
sion 3 is the manifestation in the thin-G of a 2-dipole move involving
colors 1 and 2. In dimension 4 it is the manifestation of a 3-dipole move
involving colors 1, 2, and 3. The pillow move in dimension 3 is shown in
Fig. 16.
The move with the same name in dimension 4 is shown in Fig. 17.
FIG. 14. Partial wall move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 15. Cone move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
The last move that we need to consider is the flag move. We need this
move to finish the proof of the factorization of the cut-and-glue move.
A flag move in dimension 3 (4) is the manifestation in the thin-G of a
2-(3-)dipole which does not involve color zero. A pendant new facet is
created (the flag). The move in dimension 3 is shown in Fig. 18.
The flag move in dimension 4 is illustrated in Fig. 19.
3.3. Constructing Trivial Rhombic Chambers. A rhombic chamber is a
chamber bounded by a square in dimension 3 and by an octahedron in
dimension 4. A chamber is trivial if it is rhombic and can be constructed
or destroyed by means of hinge moves and (closing or partial) wall moves.
We use the geometric insight of the moves on thin-G’s to produce trivial
chambers in two distinct ways: at an angle of facets and on the side of a
facet.
3.3.1. Construction a trivial chamber at an angle of facets. The first of
the constructions of trivial chambers is one effected at an angle of given
facets. These two facets become part of the boundary of the constructed
chamber.
3.3.2. Lemma. It is possible to construct a trivial rhombic chamber at an
angle of facets by means of
FIG. 16. Pillow move, in the 3-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 17. Pillow move, in the 4-gem and its thin-G.
v in dimension 3: one hinge move and one closing wall move;
v in dimension 4: two hinge moves, three partial wall moves and one
closing wall move.
Proof. Figure 20 displays the construction in the case of dimension 3.
In dimension 4 we create pendant facets f and g (see the medial picture
in Fig. 21) by means of two hinge moves. Notice that the facet f was
created first. Finally, a closing wall move is used to create a triangular
separating facet with vertices x, y, z as shown on the right side of Fig. 21.
The result is an octahedral chamber. The integer labels are inserted to
emphasize that these angles correspond to edges with those labels.
This concludes the proof. K
3.3.3. Constructing a trivial chamber at a side of a facet. Now we turn
to the other construction of trivial chamber that we shall need.
3.3.4. Lemma. It is possible to construct a trivial rhombic chamber at a
side of a facet by means of
v in dimension 3: two hinge moves and one closing wall move;
v in dimension 4: three hinge moves, three partial wall moves, and one
closing wall move.
Proof. All the moves for dimension 3 are depicted in Fig. 22.
FIG. 18. Flag move, in the 3-gem and in its thin-G.
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FIG. 19. Flag move, in the 4-gem and in its thin-G.
FIG. 20. Constructing a trivial chamber at an angle of facets, dimension 3.
FIG. 21. Constructing a trivial chamber over an angle of facets, dimension 4.
FIG. 22. Constructing of a trivial rhombic chamber at a side of a facet.
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FIG. 23. Initializing the construction of a trivial rhombic chamber at a side of a facet.
All but the last move in dimension 4 is shown in Fig. 23.
There are three hinge moves that are depicted in the second and third
pictures of the figure; three hinge moves are used to create the last figure.
Finally, the closing wall move, which is not shown, introduces a new
(triangular) facet whose extremal points are x, y, and z. The lemma is
established. (We display the square 12-gon to exemplify that the partial
wall moves indeed correspond to 3-dipole creations.) K
3.3.5. Corollary. A pillow can be subdivided into two rhombic cham-
bers by hinge moves, partial walls moves, and closing wall moves.
Proof. It is enough to construct a trivial rhombic chamber in a way
that the new walls are between the two facets of the pillow. K
4. THE FACTORIZATION OF THE DIPOLE MOVES
In this section we treat the factorizations of the general dipoles in dimen-
sions n=3, 4 by means of local moves. By the Strong Equivalence
Theorem 2.5 we can suppose that the dipole move that we want to factor
involves color zero.
4.1. Lemma. The general 2-dipole move in dimension 3 and a 3-dipole
move in dimension 4 can be factored by means of (1, 3)-moves and square
moves of the corresponding dimension.
Proof. The creation of a 2-dipole in dimension 3 and of a 3-dipole in
dimension 4 is effected by the subdivision of a bigon X with 2m vertices into
two bigons Y and Z with 2p and 2q vertices so that p, q1 and
2p+2q=2(m+1). The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of X.
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FIG. 24. The factorization of the (n&1)-dipole creation, n=3, 4.
If p2 or q2 there is nothing to prove because in these cases the crea-
tion of the dipole is a (1, 3)- or a square move. Thus the statement is trivial
for m=1, 2, 3. Let X have 2m vertices. In the other cases, create a dipole
D by means of a square move by subdividing X into a square and a bigon
X$ with 2(m&1) vertices as shown in Fig. 24.
By induction the desired dipole can be created by subdividing X$. There-
fore by creating D, subdividing X$, and then cancelling D the lemma
follows. K
4.2. Breaking a 123-residue of a 4-Gem into Cubical 123-Residues. Let a
digon in a gem be a pair of edges with the same ends. (Beware of the ter-
minology! In the previous proof we used the term bigon to denote a
polygon with exactly two colors on its boundary.)
4.2.1. Lemma. Let X be a 123-residue in a 4-gem having more than two
vertices. If X is not the 1-skeleton of a cube, then it can be subdivided (by
(1, 3)-, square, and cube moves) into an isolated cubical 123-residue plus a
123-residue X$ which has less vertices than X.
Proof. Let v, f, and e be the number of vertices, bigons (faces), and
edges of X. Since X is regular and cubic, 2e=3v. Let fi be the number of
bigons in X which have i edges. By the Euler formula,
v+ f=e+2#f =v2+2# :
i=2, 4, 6, ...
fi=v2+2.
We also have
3v=2e= :
i=2, 4, 6, ...
ifi .
Therefore,
6 :
i=2, 4, 6, ...
fi=6f =12+3v=12+ :
i=2, 4, 6, ...
ifi ,
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and we get
:
i=2, 4, 6, ...
(6& fi)=12,
and finally,
4f2+2f4=12+ :
i=8, 10, ...
( fi&6).
So, if X has no digons, f2=0, then it has at least six square bigons.
Let X have a digon P. Then with one (1, 3)-move, one square move, and
one cube move we isolate a cubical 123-residue. The first two of these
moves (named thickening of a digon) are depicted in Fig. 25. The last move
is a cube move on the three outcoming edges. After this last move, the
original configuration of a digon plus one incident edge is replaced by a
single vertex having the same coboundary plus the isolated cube.
If X has no digon, then consider the configuration consisting of a square
bigon plus an incident edge. With two square moves a cube move, as
shown in Fig. 26, we isolate a 123-residue. The original configuration of
five vertices has been replaced by one with three vertices having the same
coboundary plus the isolated cube.
This completes the proof. K
Here is an alternative proof of Lemma 4.1 in the case of dimension 3 that
provides insight to treat the factorization of the general 2-dipole move in
dimension 4.
FIG. 25. The thickening of a digon.
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FIG. 26. Isolating a cubical residue in the neigborhood of a square.
Another Proof of Lemma 4.1. Consider the set of moves shown in
Fig. 27. The figure shows how the inverse of a closing wall move in dimen-
sion 3 can be factored by those closing wall moves that involve a rhombic
chamber and their inverses. Let C1 and C2 be the two chambers separated
by the wall facet. One of these chambers, say C2 , is subdivided into p
rhombic chambers by p&1 closing wall moves involving a rhombic cham-
ber: C21 , C2, 2 , ..., C2, p . After that we start cancelling a wall incident to C1
and some C2j forming a new C1 . Repeating p times cancellations of this
type we get to a final new C1 which equals the original C1 _ C2 .
4.3. The Factorization of the 2-Dipole Move in Dimension 4. We now
treat the factorization of a general 2-dipole move in dimension 4. We may
suppose that the involved colors are 0, by Strong Equivalence, and 4
because from the 4-gem point of view, all the others colors are equivalent.
4.3.1. Lemma. Let D be a 2-dipole in a 4-crystallization. Then D can be
factored by 3-dipole moves and cube moves.
FIG. 27. Factoring a 2-dipole cancellation in dimension 3, thin version.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that D involves color
0 and 4. A general 2-dipole cancellation becomes the inverse of a closing
wall move in the thin-G model. As for the cube move, it becomes a closing
wall move that creates a rhombic chamber. The 4-colored edge of D is a
facet that separates two chambers C1 and C2 . The 2-half dumb-bells on
this facet are directly linked by a wire. The proof is the 1-higher dimen-
sional analogue of the previous proof. The fact that we can subdivide one
of the chambers (say C2) into rhombic chambers is given by Lemma 4.2.1.
The only difference is that each new wall to produce a new rhombic cham-
ber is made of two partial wall moves and a closing wall move. It is just
enough to translate the result in the gem model to the thin-G. K
4.4. Factoring the Cut-and-Paste Moves. In this section, we use the
thin-G to factor the cut-and-paste move by local moves. Let A and B be
connected subsets of facets whose intersection is a single facet and whose
union is the whole set of facets. Let x be a half dumb-bell in B and X be
the other half which is found in A. A cut-and-paste move in a crystalliza-
tion can be described in the thin-G as cutting along the common facet, thus
separating A and B and pasting them back along xX. The left side of
Fig. 32 illustrates a sufficiently complicated example in dimensions 3.
A pendant chamber is a chamber linked to the rest of the frame by an
n&3 simplex (a point dimension 3, or an edge in dimension 4). A subset
of chambers forms a cactus if all their members are rhombic chambers and
every image homeomorphic to S 1 inside the subset of chambers is con-
tained in just one chamber (tree-like structure). A facet of a thin-G is
exposed if one of its sides is incident to the external chamber.
4.4.1. Lemma. In an cactus induced by the thin presentation of a
4-crystallization there is no pair of rhombic chambers with a single vertex in
common.
Proof. Deleting the common vertex increases the number of com-
ponents of the frame, because we have a cactus. Note, however, that in
order to reconstruct the 1234-residue from the thin presentation the attach-
ment by a single point is not enough to produce a connected 1234-residue
at the gem level. Therefore two half dumb-bells in the facets of the distinct
octahedra are in distinct 1234-residues, contradicting the fact that we have
a crystallization. K
As a consequence of this lemma, we have
4.4.2. Corollary. A cactus in dimension 3 is a connected tree-like
collection of squares each pair of them disjoint or sharing a single vertex. A
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cactus in dimension 4 is a connected tree-like collection of octahedra each
pair of them disjoint or sharing at least one edge.
4.4.3. Lemma. If all the facets in B are exposed, then the B-chambers
form a cactus.
Proof. The result follows in dimension 3 because a closed path inside
the B-chambers involving more than one chamber would imply that there
are facets inside and facets outside this closed path. It follows that the
inside facets are non-exposed, a contradiction.
In dimension 4 let C1 be a closed path internal to the B-chambers.
Without loss of generality we may suppose that C1 visits an octahedron in
a segment. Consider C2 a closed path just above the surface of an
octahedron O visited by C1 . It follows that C1 and C2 are linked (see
Fig. 28). Note that path C2 is entirely contained in the external chamber.
This contradicts the fact that the interior of the external chamber is
homeomorphic to an open 3-ball. K
Let A and B be subsets of n-colored edges in an n-crystallization C so
that their union is the whole set of n-colored edges and their intersection
is a single n-colored edge. It follows that a single 1-dipole creation is
capable of produce a gem G$ with two 0-missing residues. Suppose that x
and X are vertices of C linked by an edge of color 0 and belonging to
distinct residues of this type (after creating G$).
An AB-cactus is a thin-G correponding to a crystallization C of the
above form, where the B-chambers form a cactus. An ABx-cactus is an
AB-cactus so that the chamber containing the half dumb-bell x is pendant.
In Lemma 4.4.7, we show that the factorization of the general cut and
paste move can be reduced to a crystallization that induces an ABx-catus.
The proof is quite simple as the reader will see, but first we give some more
insight into the situation. A chamber is flagged if a pendant facet is added
to it having in common a vertex (in dimension 3) or an edge (in dimension
4). Observe that a component of the frame which consists of a square or
an octahedron correspond, respectively, in dimension 3 to a 123-residue
which is a cube and in dimension 4 to a 1234-residue which is a tesseract.
FIG. 28. Proving that the B-chambers form a cactus in dimension 4.
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The cube move in dimension 3 and the tessearct move in dimension 4 are
cut-and-paste moves, and these are the only cut-and-paste moves that we
are allowed to use (if we are to prove the theorem). These correspond, in
the thin presentation, to detaching a rhombic chamber, sometimes switch-
ing its inside and ouside, and pasting it back in another place. The process
so described is called the transference of a rhombic chamber. It is technically
convenient to extend the transference of rhombic chambers to the trans-
ference of flagged rhombic chambers. We achieve this goal by showing that
the flagged transference factors as two usual transferences plus a number of
simple moves that are consequences of the other local moves (see Fig. 29).
4.4.4. Lemma. The transference of a rhombic flagged chamber is fac-
torable as the transference (maybe with an inversion) of the rhombic chamber
followed by the construction of a trivial rhombic chamber over an angle,
followed by the transference of the trivial chamber, followed by its
destruction.
Proof. All the steps are given and are easily followed in Fig. 30, in the
case of dimension 3. Note that the first transference involves an inversion,
the replacing of C by its complement C$ in the S2 of the detached chamber.
The net effect of this composition of moves is as if we had directly trans-
ferred the flagged rhombic chamber. The case of dimension 4 is entirely
similar. Therefore, these kinds of transferences become available (they are
the only types that we use in the proof of the factorization of the cut-and-
paste move). K
4.4.5. Lemma. Consider an AB-catus, x a half dumb-bell corresponding
to a side of a facet in B, and X, the other end of the wire incident to x,
corresponding to a side of a facet in A. If x is not contained in a pendant
chamber the AB-cactus, then by hinge moves and constructions of trivial
chambers at a side of facets we can get an ABx-cactus.
Proof. By hinge moves, we can separate the chamber containing x from the
other chambers until it is linked only through a single vertex (dimension 3) or
FIG. 29. The rhombic chambers and flagged rhombic chambers in dimensions 3 and 4.
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FIG. 30. Transfering a pendant flagged rhombic chamber, dimension 3.
through a single edge. This is obtained at the expense of introducing some
non-separating facets whose two sides are incident to the external chamber.
By constructing trivial chambers at a side of these facets, the lemma
follows.
The essence of the proof is depicted for dimension 3 in Fig. 31. In dimen-
sion 4 the situation is entirely analogous. K
FIG. 31. Making a chamber pendant in a cactus.
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FIG. 32. Making rhombic all the B-chambers.
4.4.6. Lemma. The general cut-and-paste move involving color zero on a
n-thin-G (n=3, 4) can be factored by hinge moves, closing wall moves,
partial wall moves, and by transferences of flagged rhombic chambers.
The proof of this factorization involves a number of preparatory steps
(see Figs. 32 and 33).
(1) Create trivial rhombic chambers (or trivial pillows) at the sides
of the non-separating exposed B-facets.
FIG. 33. Obtaining an ABx-cactus and transferring the first flagged square chamber.
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FIG. 34. Making external, by cone moves, a facet that has a single vertex external.
(2) Make all but the exposed B-chamber rhombic.
(3) Make every B-facet exposed, by means of hinge and cone moves.
At this point the B-chambers form an AB-cactus in dimension 3. In dimen-
sion 4, we must prepare the edges and vertices further, as in Lemmas 4.4.8
and 4.4.9.
FIG. 35. Decreasing the number of common edges between pairs of octahedra.
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FIG. 36. Extending the wound by a flag move, dimension 3.
(4) Make the chamber containing x to be a pendant chamber, by
means of hinge moves and creations of trivial rhombic chambers at the
sides of facets. At this point we have an ABx-cactus C.
4.4.7. Lemma. The proof of the cut-and-paste factorization can be
reduced to a crystallization C which is an ABx-cactus.
FIG. 37. Extending the wound by a flag move, dimension 4.
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Proof. It is enough to observe that all the moves used to get an
ABx-cactus comute with the cut-and-paste move. K
4.4.8. Lemma. In the thin-G of a 4-crysallization, we can make a facet
that has a single vertex exposed external by cone moves which correspond to
3-dipole moves the crystallization.
Proof. The proof is indicated in the illustration of Fig. 34. K
4.4.9. Lemma. If a pair of octahedra that have all of their facets exposed
share more than one edge, then by hinge moves followed by the creation of
a trivial rhombic chamber, we can replace these with octahedra that share
one edge.
Proof. The basic situations are illustrated in the left two figures in
Fig. 35. In the top illustration the edges labeled 2 and 3 are in the same
bigon because all the facets are exposed. Similarly in the bottom illustra-
tion, the edges labeled 1 and 2 are in the same bigon. Therefore, these pairs
of edges together with the depicted dumb-bells (4-colored edges) are
pairwise in the same bigons. So hinge moves (which correspond to 2-dipole
FIG. 38. Making all the external sides of facets in B wounded.
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creations) are available in each case. Following these create a trivial rhom-
bic chamber along the triangular face that has hatch marks. In this way,
the number of coincident edges can be reduced by 1. And by induction we
can get down to a single edge. K
So in dimension 4, we also may assume that we have an ABx-cactus. To
finish the proof in an ABx-cactus we need
(1) Transfer the flagged rhombic pendant chamber containing x. At
this point we have one wounded facet-side x1 . (The sides of a 0-edge are
wounded if we eventually will cancel this edge, one side is in A, and one side
is in B.)
(2) By using flag moves we make all the external sides of B-facets
wounded. This does not disturb the frame at B. At A it is just the construc-
tion of a simple path joined to A by a single vertex (in dimension 3, see
Fig. 38) or a 2-disk joined to A by an edge.
FIG. 39. Factoring a flag move, dimension 3.
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(3) Iterativelly transfer a pendant flagged rhombic chamber until
only the chamber D containing y remain. Transfer D and eliminate all the
wounded sides of facets by hinge moves (Figs. 3638).
A facet in B is transferable if the wire incident to the exposed side
connects to a half dumb-bell in A.
4.4.10. Lemma. The flag move is factorable as a hinge move, the con-
struction of a trivial chamber at a side of a facet, the transference of a jagged
rhombic (trivial ) chamber, and the cancellation of the trivial chamber. There-
fore, the flag move is factorable by moves that correspond to dipole moves
involving color zero.
Proof. The proof, for dimension 3, is given the sequence of pictures in
Fig. 39.
For dimension 4, the factorization follows the same pattern, establishing
the lemma. K
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 in a stronger
form: by local moves that always involve color zero.
5. QUANTUM INVARIANTS
Moves to triangulations of 3-manifolds correspond to algebraic equa-
tions. The survey paper [2] indicates this correspondence in several impor-
tant cases. The invariants of Turaev and Viro [14] can be defined in terms
of a strict semi-simple category [13], or in terms of a 3-algebra [9]. The
underlying equation is the BiedenharnElliott identity which corresponds
to subdividing the union of two tetrahedra glued along a face to the union
of 3-tetrahedra glued along an edge (any two of these share a face). The
quantum 6j-symbols also satisfy an orthognality condition. For the case of
Uq (sl(2)), these identities are explicitly stated in [1, 7]. The book [7]
works entirely combinatorially, while [2] gives the algebraic background
of the theory.
The following identities can be obtained directly from Orthogonality and
BiedenharnElliott, but they are easy consequences of Theorem 2.2.
5.1. Notation. Let r3, let A=e?i(2r), and let q=A2. Let each lower-
case Roman letter mentioned below denote a value among the colors
[0, 12, ..., (r&2)2]. If a 6j-symbol is mentioned in an identity below.
Then assume that each appropriate triple is q-admissible in the sense
defined in [1]. For example, in the 6j-symbol [ as
e
p
i
m]q assume that (a, e, i),
(a, p, m), (s, p, i), and (e, s, m) are q-admissible. For each of the other
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6j-symbols mentioned the admissible triples will occupy the same position
in the symbols. Let 2j denote the value of the Chebyschev polynomial
2j=(&1)2j [2j+1]=(&1)2j
q2j+1&q&2j&1
q&q&1
.
Thus with q as above,
2j=(&1)2j sin((2j+1) ?r)sin(?r).
5.1.1. Theorem. Under the notational conventions above,
:
g, b
2g 2b _ag
c
f
d
e&q _
b
g
c
f
d
e&q _
b
h
c
f
d
e&q
=_ah
c
f
d
e&q
= :
m, b
2m 2b _ am
c
i
e
g&q _
b
m
c
i
e
g&q _
b
k
c
j
e
h&q
} _bl
d
i
f
g&q _
b
n
d
j
f
h&q
=_ak
c
j
h
e&q _
a
l
d
i
f
g&q _
a
n
d
j
f
h&q ,
and
_as
e
p
i
m&q :n, r, u 2n 2r 2u _
c
u
g
q
j
o&q _
d
t
h
r
l
o&q
} _at
e
q
i
n&q _
d
u
g
r
k
n&q _
a
u
f
q
j
n&q
} _bt
e
r
l
n&q _
b
u
f
r
k
n&q
=_ct
h
q
i
o&q :n, r, u 2n 2r 2u _
a
u
f
p
j
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b
s
e
r
l
m&q
} _cs
h
p
i
n&q _
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u
f
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k
n&q _
c
u
g
p
j
n&q
} _ds
h
r
l
n&q _
d
u
g
r
k
n&q .
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FIG. 40. The local moves in dimension 3 with spins assigned.
Proof. The 2-cells attached to the bicolored polygons (bigons) in a
3-gem are dual to the edges of the associated triangulation. In this context
a gem is a special spine [1, 7]. The proof of the three identities follow from
the first theorem and from the specific labeling (Fig. 40) attached to the
2-cells of the special spine in the neighborhood of the local moves. K
The 6j-symbols are normalized as in [1], and the result follows since the
moves depicted correspond to moves on triangulations. K
5.1.2. Remarks. The labels of Fig. 5 possess certain symmetries. Specifi-
cally, there is a duality between the elements of the pairs (a, c), (b, d ),
( f, g), (e, h), (s, t), ( p, q), and (m, o).
The existence of the second identity of Theorem 5.1.1 causes us to
propose the following formulation of invariants. We suppose that we have
6j-symbols that satisfy orthogonality and that we have an 18j-symbol
9(a, b, f, e, s, p, m | i, j, k, l | o, q, t, h, g, d, c) that satisfies
_as
e
p
i
m&q 9(a, b, f, e, s, p, m | i, j, k, l | o, q, t, h, g, d, c)
=_ct
h
q
i
o&q 9(c, d, g, h, t, q, o | i, j, k, l | m, p, s, p, e, f, b, a).
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If these conditions are satisfied, then there is an invariant of 3-dimen-
sional manifolds defined. There is a solution given by the sum in
Theorem 5.1.1, but another solution could give new invariants. An
algebraic structure, different from a strict semi-simple category, would be
codified by this move.
It is interesting to conjecture the structure of the proposed 18j-symbol.
For example, a central projection of a hexagonal prism into the plane pos-
sesses the appropriate symmetry. Thus one might expect that the spin-net
evaluation of an adequate labeling of this prism can be normalized to give
the 18j-symbol.
6. CONCLUSION
6.1. Invariants in Dimension 4. In Section 5, we showed that invariants
of 3-dimensional manifolds can be obtained by finding solutions to equa-
tions that correspond to the 3-dimensional (3, 1)-, square, and cube moves.
In the 4-dimensional case, a similar model in which spins are assigned to
edges of a triangulation produces a model that collapses. It remains to be
seen if non-trivial models can be constructed using the 2-dimensional strata
of the triangulation and the gem.
6.2. Higher Dimensions. It is reasonable to conjecture that the techni-
ques presented here carry over to higher dimensions as well. One works,
then, in the category of PL n-manifolds. One expects that the local moves
to the crystallizations in that case are a general (3, 1)-move, an n-dimen-
sional k-hypo-cube move for k<n, and an n-dimensional n-cube move. We
expect that the proof of the sufficiency of these moves follows the same out-
line as above. One must show that the (n&1)-dipole move follows from a
(3, 1)-move and a square move in dimension n. Then one shows that
the (n&k)-moves follow from the higher dipole moves and the local
k-dipole move. As n gets large, the combinatorial arguments will get more
intricate, and one does not have Euler’s formula readily available to fall
back upon.
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